Digitalization and City Center Resilience. Exploring Visitors’ Perceptions in Leipzig, Germany

Abstract: This article deals with digitalization as a contribution to city center resilience, using Leipzig as an example. Focus group interviews illustrate that digital applications can attract to visit the city center and thus contribute to city center resilience. To reinforce these findings, the authors develop a prototype of a digital map covering Leipzig’s city center that is tested by means of 70 go-along interviews. The interviews show that linking digital functions and location-specific information thereby can be effective regarding city center resilience.
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1 Introduction

Digitalization, understood as an ongoing “integration of digital technologies” (Hagberg et al. 2015, 696), is an essential achievement of the 21st century and challenges the established urban structures and patterns (Haefner/Sternberg 2020). In city centers, the impacts of digitalization are most evident in the retail sector, as one of the dominant urban functions. The share of e-commerce of the total trade volume in Germany has risen steadily since the initiation of online retail (HDE/IFH, 2019). Covid-19 has even accelerated this transformation. Sales in e-commerce have grown 23% from 2019 to 2020 in Germany (HDE/IFH 2021) while, for many weeks, local shops in “non-essential” branches were closed (Appel/Hardaker 2021).

Retail digitalization constitutes polarizing urban transformation processes. On the one hand, e-commerce affects local retailers and eventually determines regional customer flows and frequencies. For example, an increasing number of customers prefers to order products conveniently at home, even in a pre-Covid-19 context (Balsas 2014; Barata-Salgueiro/Erkip 2014; Ozuduru et al. 2014; Wrigley/Dolega 2011). Simultaneously, with Covid-19 restrictions, customers often have no other option but to shop online (Villa/Monzón 2021; Nanda et al. 2021). Therefore, e-commerce entails risks for city centers such as the loss of local retailers, particularly small owner-managed shops, resulting in shop vacancies (Schade et al. 2018). On the other hand, there are efforts of pure online players such as Amazon or Zalando to open stores in city centers of large cities and thus to be visible offline, too (Schade/Hübscher 2018).

Omnichannel efforts do not only apply to large pure online retailers but also to local retailers (Schade et al. 2018). Within local retailers’ digitalization strategies,
digital applications such as location-based services provide new opportunities to capture customers’ potential (Heinemann/Gaiser 2016). However, it remains unclear whether digital applications will increase the attractiveness to visit the city center or whether they are more likely to benefit online shopping. After all, one of the main concerns of the New Leipzig Charter 2020 is to promote accessible, multifunctional central urban spaces for all people (BMI 2020).

Against this background, the paper analyzes factors that attract to visit the city center (1). With the New Leipzig Charter 2020 in mind, the researchers argue that visiting the city center is crucial for its resilience. The paper also questions how digitalization can become such a factor and contribute to the concept of resilience (2). Leipzig is chosen as a case study, mainly because the city shows strong dynamics in urban development. Leipzig has been Germany’s fastest-growing city during the last decade (Hübscher et al. 2021). Paradoxically, the vacancy rate in retail has risen dramatically in the city center, even before the global pandemic. The vacancy rate peaked in 2019 at 14% – a new negative record in the history of Leipzig’s retail monitoring (Stadt Leipzig 2020). Due to the pandemic, this number has even skyrocketed to 19% in summer 2021 (Schmidt 2021). This illustrates how Covid-19 must be regarded as a catalyst for the already struggling retail sector in city centers (Beckers et al. 2021).

On that basis, two research aims are presented. The first aim is to identify factors that attract to visit Leipzig’s city center from the visitor’s perspective.

- For this purpose, the authors scrutinize the strengths and weaknesses of Leipzig’s city center with the help of focus group interviews that represent different types of visitors.
- The authors then derive success factors and challenges that may or may not encourage people to visit Leipzig’s city center.

One main outcome of the focus groups is the need for a digital information platform as one possible instrument to encourage a city center visit. Hence, the authors further focus on this aspect. The second aim of the study is to explore how digitalization fosters the city center’s attractiveness and thus contributes to its resilience. Following a citizen-oriented approach (Korzer et al. 2020),

- the authors design a prototype of a digital map as an essential part of a digital information platform, covering Leipzig’s city center, and, present it to visitors on-site.
- 70 qualitative go-along interviews help to evaluate the prototype and identify visitors’ suggestions to improve it. Four types of visitors are developed to help adapt the prototype to the needs of different user groups: time-efficient visitors, non-digital visitors, digital visitors, and motivational visitors.

- On that basis, the study develops requirements for the frequent use of a commercial version of the prototype, to attract visitors to Leipzig’s city center and contribute to its resilience.

2 Resilience, Urban Development and Digitalization

“Urban resilience generally refers to the ability of a city or urban system to withstand a wide array of shocks and stresses” (Leichenko 2011, 164). Originating from educational research (Wang/Gordon 1994) and refined within environmental research, the concept of resilience is applied to different fields in urban development (Kabisch et al. 2018). The fields share the idea of resilience, to implement adaptation mechanisms and instruments (Leichenko 2011) to “retain essentially the same function, structure, identity, and feedbacks” (Walker et al. 2004, 2). The city center as key space here is “generally denser, older and more heterogeneous” than other districts and reveals chances and challenges concerning its resilience (DeVerteuil 2016, 11). In the following, the development of retail as a central function in city centers is described as stress factor. Covid-19 and the lockdown protocols reinforce this effect. While digitalization causes challenges for local retail, digital applications also serve as solutions for vulnerable city centers and can promote their resilience.

2.1 Retail Development as a Stress Factor for City Centers

There is a strong link between European city centers and retail caused by interdependencies and synergy effects. This is why a change in local retail formats has always led to a change of structure, quality, and consumer frequency within German city centers (Stepper 2016).

Online retail becomes more important for customers. Adopting so-called ‘omnichannel’ (Jones/Livingstone 2018, 50) strategies, local stores increasingly offer their products online. For customers, this process creates synergies in both directions. At best for local retailers, customers inform themselves online before buying in stores and, at worst, buy online after getting advice in stores. The latter development increasingly reduces the histori-
cally grown unique selling proposition of city centers as the most important retail market places. These considerations imply that retail will no longer be the primary function of city centers (Sperle 2012). Consequently, there is an increasing need to identify innovative approaches for a redefinition of city center functions and attractiveness (Gerber 2018).

However, studies on how city centers can be more resilient to the impacts of online consumption are rare. Singleton et al. (2016) look at factors that attract shopping locations. Other authors have stated an increasing desire for vibrant and diverse urban spaces with a rich, authentic street life (Brooks 2001). Accordingly, recent research stresses the need for entertainment in the city (Nichols 2011). More novel studies, therefore, focus on the perceived attractiveness of urban spaces for different stakeholders, such as residents, tourists, entrepreneurs, and investors (e.g., Wahlberg 2016; Coca-Stefaniak/Carroll 2015; Hart et al. 2013; Pazder 2011; Weltevreden/van Rietbergen 2007; Litvin 2005; Sandahl/Lindh 1995). Studies from Poland, the Netherlands, and Sweden demand mixed functions to maintain city center attractiveness. This includes shops, services, activities, entertainment, parks, architecture, workplaces, and housing (Öner 2017; Wahlberg 2016; Hart et al. 2013; Pazder 2011; Weltevreden/van Rietbergen 2007).

Attractiveness can include tangible (e.g., infrastructure, housing, shops, and parks) and intangible (e.g., emotions, and values) aspects (Zenker 2011). Successfully co-locating the elements mentioned above means to balance the commercial function of city centers with cultural heritage (Coca-Stefaniak/Carroll 2015; Litvin 2005). In tourism studies, researchers demand to create synergies between commercial facilities, cultural heritage, and historical sights (e.g., Vural-Arslan et al. 2011; Litvin 2005). Creating these synergies in city centers, though, implies complex interactions between visitors, industries, and the various city center functions (Brańka et al. 2016, Gibson/Hardman 1998). However, by creating synergies and highlighting other uses besides retail, urban development can play a crucial role to regain attractive city centers.

2.2 Digitalization Strategies: Reflecting on City Center Resilience

Digitalization plays a decisive role as an information and networking medium for city centers (Bartelheimer et al. 2018; Demko-Rhihter/Ter Halle 2015). In this paper, the authors refer to digitalization as a conceptual approach such as e-commerce or essential digital applications that lead to urban transformation processes. Digitization is understood as the practical process to digitize analog data, for example, within digital applications (such as digitizing payment processes).

In recent literature dealing with resilience, urban development and digitalization, researchers phase various stakeholder-oriented strategies (Fig. 1). Sparks (2021, 9) deals with National public policies towards resilient towns and retail in Scotland. Ideas for digital policies like “introducing a digital tax” but also supporting the development of “digital skills and uses in towns” illustrate the polarizing effect of digitalization on urban space.

According to Sharifi et al. (2021, 5), city administrations are responsible to develop “digital platforms for integrated data sharing and communication, and smart surveillance systems” (city-as-a-platform approach, Anttilaiko 2016). The authors divide between four resilience abilities: Planning/Preparation, Absorption, Recovery, and Adaptation and recapitulate digitalization processes in the light of Covid-19 (ibid.). Mainly the resilience abilities “planning/preparation” and “adaptation” focus on digitalization; first, to provide smart city infrastructure (such as VR/AR, 3D-printing, communication networks, ...) and second, to accelerate the transition towards digitalization (ibid.). Korzer et al. (2020) mention the development of cities’ urban data platforms. The city of Hamburg’s platform is a revealing example in Germany. A central application of the cities’ platform is a digital map (Geo-Portal Hamburg 2021) which includes digitized data of the city, referring to areas such as public utilities, waste management, administration, health, construction, mobility, logistics, transport, business et cetera. Retail, however, does not yet play a major role there.

Holdack et al. (2020), Wichert et al. (2019), and Rao (2019) deal with retailers and omnichannel strategies (Wichert et al. 2019). Linking retail and urban development to resilience strategies, Rao (2019) mentions the ability of retailers to reduce the size of their shops to remain competitive in the city, but also to compete with pure online retailers. Holdack et al. (2020) focus on digital tools for retailers’ such as AR glasses, to remain attractive for customers. Schade et al. (2018, 1) analyze Local Online Platforms (LOPs) that review different stakeholders but primarily focus on retailers in the city center. Some LOPs already create synergies between different city center functions and characteristics, as Vural-Arslan et al. (2011) and Litvin (2005) recommend. However, LOPs’ appearance and content is too diverse to reveal a common strategy apart from retail resilience (ibid.).
In summary, there are several strategies to support city center resilience by increasing their attractiveness for visitors. Digitalization strategies offer a variety of solutions and address different stakeholders and functions of the city center, although the demand-sided perspectives often remain unclear. How visitors perceive the city center and the impact of digitalization is part of this study. Therefore, city center resilience is defined as the ability of city centers to attract visitors and remain accessible to diverse people (BMI 2020, Brooks 2001). In this context, digitization is defined as a tool of digitalization that supports the attraction to visit the city center (Singleton 2016).

3 Methodological Approach

This paper focuses on Leipzig (Germany) as a case study for two reasons. Firstly, Leipzig is a German second-tier city representing urban spaces that are often neglected in studies of digitalization (Korzer et al. 2020). Secondly, Leipzig has experienced divergent trends of urban development, which makes it a compelling test case for technical and empirical methods as digitalization adds to the already ongoing transformation processes.

3.1 Divergent Trends Leave Leipzig’s City Center Vulnerable

After the German reunification, Leipzig’s population declined from 511,000 in 1990 to only 437,000 in 1998, which is a loss of 14.5%. Thereafter, its population grew
significantly by 22 % until 2018. The city currently counts more than 600,000 inhabitants (Stadt Leipzig 2021). Since 2010, Leipzig has even shown the strongest increase among German large cities (BBSR 2019).

This demographic development contributes to the dynamics in the retail sector which has grown about 74 % during the last 20 years in terms of sales area (City of Leipzig 2019). However, there are significant spatial disparities on a small scale. Strong suburbanization processes have undermined the traditional dominance of Leipzig’s city center as the leading retail agglomeration during the 1990ties (Herfert/Röhl 2001). This included the construction of several large-scale shopping centers at the outskirts of the urban core (Nuissl et al. 2005, 26). However, re-urbanization processes (Haase et al. 2012) and the production of inner-city large-scale retail projects contribute to the attractiveness of Leipzig’s city center as a shopping area. In 2018, Leipzig’s city center even became Germany’s most popular retail area from the visitor’s point of view (IFH 2019). Despite that, the center has to cope with a persistent and growing number of retail vacancies, affecting both prime and secondary locations. Currently, Leipzig’s vacancy rate is the highest among the nine largest German cities (Wichner/Sörgel 2019).

3.2 Focus Group Interviews: Identifying Solutions for Leipzig’s City Center

To identify factors supporting the resilience of Leipzig’s city center, the authors firstly conduct focus group interviews (qualitative approach). This citizen-oriented method allows to explore participants’ opinions and perceptions towards the city center on a group level (Jakobsen 2012; Hines 2000). The focus group interviews also include interviewees who do not necessarily visit the center but have a relevant opinion about the center’s attractiveness. This helps to identify inhibiting factors to visit the city center and provide approaches for improvement. The approach encourages the participants to express and share their experiences on the topic (Glerean et al. 2019; Vainikka 2015). It also helps to challenge, question, and validate the statements of the participants in a conversational manner (Jakobsen 2012; Hopkins 2007). The interviewers keep the questions open and broad, so that the interviewees develop diverse and unbiased answers.

The authors conduct a total of five focus group interviews (Table 1). The interviews include between four and six participants, which correspond to the most common requirements for this method (Hopkins 2007). The authors choose a differentiation of groups based on consumer segments (see Table 1). Previous research shows that members of the same segments tend to have homogeneous requirements and a similar focus on the retail environment. The division of the groups therefore follows the requirements of the method that focus groups “should be homogeneous in respect of the relevant selection criteria, but unknown to each other” (Tonkiss 2001, 201) The fifth group is heterogeneous and serves as a control group. In total, 26 interviewees participate in the study.

Two researchers (moderator and co-moderator) conduct interviews with all five focus groups, which last between 60 and 90 minutes. A third independent observer takes field notes in addition to the audio records of the interviews to transcribe them. The moderators use a semi-structured guide to question the participants and to ensure a general consistency between the groups (Patton 2002). The addressed issues conform with the following objectives: 1) to analyze the current development of the city center of Leipzig, 2) to identify the perceived strengths and weaknesses during a shopping visit in the city center, and 3) to discuss suggestions for improvement.

The authors code and analyze the collected data from the transcription of the audio record using the qualitative data analysis tool Atlas.ti. Thereby, they choose an inductive approach to merge the raw data into a structured framework (code tree; Thomas 2006). The study uses inductive content analysis as a method. This is particularly suitable for texturing perceptions, personal evaluations, and opinions of the participants and, thus, help to achieve the research objectives (Glerean et al. 2019; Mayring 2000, Table 2).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus group</th>
<th>characteristics</th>
<th>number of interviewees</th>
<th>denomination of interviewees</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>single people in full-time (or part-time) employment without children</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>P1I1; P2I1; P3I1; P4I1; P5I1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>working couples without children</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>P1I2; P2I2; P3I2; P4I2; P5I2; P6I2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>working couples with children</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>P1I3; P2I3; P3I3; P4I3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>single parents</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>P1I4; P2I4; P3I4; P4I4; P5I4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>heterogeneous group</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>P1I5; P2I5; P3I5; P4I5; P5I5; P6I5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
### 3.3 Prototype and Go-Along Interviews: Digitalization as a Solution?

A key finding of the focus group interviews is that participants consider a digital information platform to be necessary that both supports shopping and helps to organize the trip. On that basis, the authors develop a prototype of a digital map as an essential part of a digital information platform, mapping certain functions and information of Leipzig’s city center. The authors digitize local information of Leipzig’s city center that they and the focus group participants find relevant. To review the success of this prototype, the authors conduct qualitative short interviews (go-along) in Leipzig’s city center. The aim of the interviews is to question if the proposed contents of the map increase the attractiveness of Leipzig’s city center. Second, the researchers aim to analyze similarities and differences between visitors from which certain types of visitors can be mapped. To identify types of visitors, a quantitative approach is used. Third, these findings help to identify further requirements for a commercial version of the prototype.

The interviews are conducted in Leipzig’s Petersstraße, a prime retail location, from November 9th until 17th (2018) between 9 a.m. and 8 p.m. (Fig. 2). Consequently, the results are limited as only visitors are reached who are already motivated to visit the city center. However, the authors put the focus on being able to test the prototype in the city center to guarantee a realistic setting.

The necessity to design this prototype derives firstly from the lack of traditional map providers (such as google maps) to offer information beyond classical business references. Secondly, it is particularly this lack of information that is identified as one of the major requirements in the focus group interviews (see following section). Therefore, the primary goal is to map this type of information in an accessible way and put this prototype to the test under real-life conditions.

The prototype supports the go-along interviews because the interviewees are asked to use it (Fig. 3). The objective is to guarantee high stability over the runtime and usability with different end devices (such as desktop computers, smartphones, tablets) as well as accessibility via the Internet. By using industry standards for development (Java, Linux) and by operating within a local university’s infrastructure, the authors achieve this goal. Based on Open Street Map, a website displays the collected spatial information. In addition, local retailers from the city center of Leipzig are integrated by putting them on

### Table 2: Overview of the code system (own elaboration).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Main categories</th>
<th>Sub-categories</th>
<th>Codes</th>
<th>References</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Requirements</td>
<td>recreation locality</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>need for information</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Facilities</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>experience and diversity</td>
<td>7</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>improvement of service features</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>requirements for retail</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barriers</td>
<td>Journey</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Ambience</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>facilities/infrastructure of the city center</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>31</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lack family friendliness</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>lack of diversity</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>focus on tourists</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Suggestions</td>
<td>City</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>51</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Service</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>28</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Retail</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Comparison Online-vs. Offline-shopping</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advantages Online</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Disadvantages Online</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Advantages offline</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Preferences</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>combination of both channels</td>
<td>8</td>
<td>19</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
the map. Pretests both within the research group and with students help to determine whether the requirements for the prototype are appropriate.

The authors conduct qualitative go-along interviews with 70 visitors. Contrary to “conventional” interviews, the go-along follows a more interactive approach (Castrodale 2017) that helps to observe visitors’ “perceptions, processing and navigation of their environments” (Carpiano 2009, 264). Go-along methods usually refer to interviews conducted on the move (Stiegler 2021). The research setting proposed by this study is located in only one static place. However, it is argued that discovering a virtual space together adds a digital layer to the go-along.

There is no strict interview guideline to ensure that each participant can be dealt with individually. This reduces the comparability between the interviews, on the one hand. On the other hand, it helps to understand the heterogeneous groups of visitors, as this type of explorative interview puts the focus on subjective information and opinions (Aghamanoukjan 2009). The authors expect the visitors to respond differently depending on their personal preferences and previous experience with digital tools. There is a notable difference between visitors concerning their technical and digital knowledge. On that basis, the authors divide the participants into different types of visitors and derive the prototype’s benefits for each group.

Before using the prototype, the researchers explain its main functions to the interviewees. Visitors then try out the prototype using a provided screen. Based on a go-along approach, at least one researcher accompanies this process by observing the situation and placing stimuli to narrate (Kusenbach 2003). As there is no fixed interview guideline, it is the interviewee who sets the focus on the discussion topic. This allows the participants to associate with the prototype freely. However, there is a particular focus on how visitors interact with the prototype (usability) and on the demanded type of information (content). The key findings are transcribed during and after the interviews. Apart from that, the researchers take notes based on their observations.

4 Results

Based on the focus group interviews, digitalization is identified as one of the key factors to increase city center resilience in Leipzig. This is why the authors then develop a digital prototype and put it to the test by means of go-along interviews.

Figure 2: The location of the interviews within Leipzig’s city center. Own elaboration based on Open Street Map Contributors/Geofabrik GmbH 2019.
4.1 Focus Group Interviews: Confirming Digitalization as Key Driver

The inductive approach reveals three main categories, which are particularly interesting for this study: requirements for the city center, barriers for visiting the city center, and suggestions for improvement. The coding table shows that most participants determine opportunities and places for recreation as a central requirement. Due to the high number of visitors in the city center, most interviewees, particularly parents with children, perceive shopping in Leipzig’s city center as stressful: “That’s also a stress factor, driving until there. I would always prefer a district where it is quieter. In the city center, it is pretty noisy, especially with a child” (P2I3). Thus, a vital city center should offer recreation places, such as sitting opportunities, water stations, and green areas, where the visitors can take a break from crowded places.

Respondents also state additional requirements for certain facilities. On the one hand, it includes general aspects, for example, the availability of toilets, cleanliness of the center, high security, and cheaper tickets for public transport. On the other hand, the respondents point out additional services such as childcare, cultural offers, and a decentralization of the crowd as relevant elements of city center attractiveness, which are missing in Leipzig: “My youngest is four, the other is eight and they just find it too boring. There is a lack of playgrounds or something like that. You will end up buying on the internet because the kids don’t want to go shopping” (P5I4). Thus, the above-mentioned elements would make the city center visit more comfortable and more convenient.

Beyond that, focus group participants highlight the need for diversity and lived experience. This includes a full range of retailers and service institutions as well as different entertainment elements and technologies (e.g., musicians, Segway-tours, mixed reality applications, etc.). According to the participants, global retail chain stores increasingly occupy the urban space of the city: “In Leipzig, I just notice that there are only these well-known brands and cheap shops that are everywhere” (P2I1). Nevertheless, several interviewees underline that city centers need to create a recognition value: “The face of a city should be preserved so that it remains recognizable and so that one city doesn’t look like another” (P2I2). This aspect follows the identified challenges in research, namely the necessity for city centers to provide supplementary services apart from shopping (Wichner/Sörgel 2019; Gerber 2018, 197).

Closely connected to the before-mentioned requirement, several interviewees ask for a central information tool offering diverse content regarding the city center and the existing offer. This contains a listing of existent services, products, and special offers, especially from small retailers and businesses that lack a robust online pres-
ence, as well as notices of current and upcoming events. However, this tool should further include information on the previously mentioned needs, such as availability of green areas, and up-to-date attendance (e.g., P5I1; P1I3; P2I3).

Furthermore, the respondents are discontent with several facilities. As already mentioned, it seems problematic that there are not enough sufficient toilets, dustbins, benches, playgrounds, and, especially, green areas or family-friendly offers available. Besides, the infrastructure is not satisfactory. Tickets for public transport are expensive, parking possibilities are either expensive or insufficient, and the journey itself is partially inconvenient. Additionally, there are some structural planning issues, construction noise, and frequent demonstrations that tend to discourage visits to the city center. The lack of search or filter options for products and services concerning local retailers’ webpages or search machines concerning information about retail in Leipzig’s city center aggravate this issue. A respondent explains: “If I went to the city center, I wouldn’t even know which shop I had to go to get what I was looking for. That’s why I prefer to search online right away” (P5I1).

In summary, the focus group participants state that Leipzig’s city center increasingly loses its flair. One interviewee even expresses it as follows: “[...] I feel pressured as soon as I get there from all the shops and impressions, knowing that you actually don’t need anything [...]” (P3I1). Some others agree and perceive this development as follows “So, for me, it’s (Leipzig’s city center) getting more and more foreign. You don’t feel so closely connected anymore” (P5I5). Thus, the main obstacle is that the centers’ ambience suffers, diminishing its attractiveness to visit, threatening its resilience.

In the discussion process, the focus group participants develop several solutions for city center visits. To reduce the crowds and the stress-level inside Leipzig’s center, they suggest two ideas: 1. modifying the opening hours and 2. using second floors and rooftops to better distribute people. Several respondents further mention that the city should provide pick-up-points and lockers for the purchases to comfort shopping. To create an interesting shopping experience, in contrast, many participants mention to enjoy concept-stores: “One could take up this concept [of pop-up-stores] and offer a space to young people and start-ups who want to present themselves” (P1I2).

Additionally, as pivotal solution for the above-mentioned issues, the interviewees describe a central information tool or platform providing access to many different types of data: “[...] it would be good to have a central site where they [guest visitors] can inform themselves. Where can I go to eat in the evening, where can I have something cleaned, where can I find a cobbler and a café; so, complementary offers in the city” (P2I3). However, interviewees supplement that such a digital tool can be helpful not only for guest visitors but also for residents, especially when they look for something specific. In this context, some interviewees expand on this idea by adding that products and the place of location should be listed on this digital platform: “I would find that exciting if I can’t find something, that I tell an app ‘men’s shoes’ and it tells me ‘Höfe am Brühl, first floor, three stores’ [shopping center in the city center of Leipzig] (P3I4; P2I1, P4I3). Further, this tool should integrate planning aid, which helps to organize a visit of the city center comfortably such as “[...] the best route and when there are fewer customers” (P1I3).

The analysis of these results shows that many suggested solutions are difficult to realize in the short term or require a lot of effort. However, the authors try to identify aspects that can be addressed within this study. Thereby, the comparison between the mentioned requirements and the infrastructure of the city of Leipzig reveals that many of the requested aspects do already exist in Leipzig’s city center. Most respondents are simply not aware of the existing offerings, especially the availability of facilities such as sitting opportunities, water stations, toilets, banks, green areas, etc. Therefore, it is indispensable for the city to provide an information platform that allows visitors to orientate themselves and provide as many additional services and offerings as possible. The participants suggest a digital information platform as one solution that combines all these functions and helps not just tourists but also citizens themselves.

### 4.2 Go Along: Evaluating and Improving the Prototype

The prototype, a digital map of Leipzig’s city center, incorporates most aspects named by the interviewees within the focus groups. Following, the qualitative go-along interviews examine the interactions between Leipzig’s city center visitors and the prototype. First, the researchers want visitors to use the prototype and observe how it helps to attract them to the city center. Second, the interviewees are asked to name important functions and other requirements to refine the prototype, so that they are motivated to use it on a regular basis. The authors discuss the results by dividing the visitors into types based on their
individual preferences to visit the city center, their digital abilities and interests. Among the sample, four types of visitors are identified: time-efficient visitors, non-digital visitors, digital visitors, and motivational visitors. Describing the visitor types helps to identify individual benefits of the prototype. The generated typology is expected to help adapt the prototype to the needs of different user groups. It also facilitates to understand which type of visitor profits most by using such a digital tool, while other visitors might have to be addressed with a completely different approach.

The first visitor type describes visitors who rarely go to the city center (time-efficient visitors). These are referred to as time-efficient because they only want to visit the city center out of a particular need, and they also want to leave as quickly as possible once their intentions have been met. As a consequence, these visitors perceive a stay in the city center as “way too exhausting” (ST1). Time-efficient visitors are mostly families with children or are accompanied by at least two people, which is in line with the findings of the focus group interviews. Their desire for technologies that improve navigation seems high, as their interaction with the prototype shows. The prototype thus provides information that is of considerable value for this type of visitor, such as the location of green spaces, benches, toilets etc.

The second type describes non-digital visitors who consistently reject the support of digital applications to visit the city center. These visitors are mostly older but also middle-aged individuals who are skeptical about digitalization in general. While using the prototype, they question the necessity of the application: “I would rather explore the city on foot without planning everything first” (ST2). The benefit of the prototype is thus highly questionable. This type of visitor might be addressed by alternative tools.

The third type are digital visitors. For them, low costs and high benefits play an important role to visit the city center and retail is their primary destination. They mainly use the city center as a showcase and only purchase

![Figure 4: Visitors' suggestions for most relevant content in the prototype. Frequently named suggestions have stronger borders (own elaboration).](image-url)
in-store if there is a good deal. A respondent states: “I do not care where the product is from, as long as it is convenient for me to buy it” (ST3). This type mainly represents younger visitors aged between 18 and 30. At first, most of them do not seem to be too interested in the prototype. However, the more these interviewees get to know functions and possible extensions of the prototype, especially concerning digital tools for retail, the more they open up about their habits and preferences.

The fourth type are motivational visitors. These visitors mainly refer to retail when talking about the city center. Depending on the motivation of their purchase, they evaluate whether they want to shop in-store or online. If the motivation is an “unpleasant recurring shopping routine” (ST4), they rather purchase online or look for nearby shops. Against the background of their aversion to routines, this type of visitors seems to be more likely to combine shopping and other varying leisure activities in the city center. Most interviewees of the type are highly interested in the prototype and name potential extending functions that would help to increase their attraction to visit the city center.

The prototype proves to be particularly relevant for the time-efficient visitors and motivational visitors. For the first type, the variety of information mapped by the prototype is interesting because it eases the organization of a visit to the city center, to meet different interests. For motivational visitors, the prototype provides an overview of all stores in the city center. The prototype even shows stores that lie hidden. This surprise-like information can encourage leisure-oriented purchasing motivation. Motivational visitors are likely to combine shopping and other leisure activities in the city center. Showing synergies between different functions such as cultural sights, green areas, and gastronomy in the prototype can help to arouse this types interests.

For digital visitors, the prototype is interesting as long as its visual design and the functions appeal to them. Based on their extensive digital skills, this type of visitor has higher expectations of the prototype. They name innovative and missing tools that they would prefer. Hence, the prototype might help to reattract digital visitors to the city center as long as it contains specific and consumer-oriented information.

Overall, some interviewees assume that the prototype is more relevant for tourists since locals already know the city center well. When it comes to synergies between retail and other functions such as gastronomy, cultural sights or mobility, the map can also be interesting for locals. A comparison with google maps is obvious, which already portrays the city in a generally comprehensible way. However, the additional information provided by the prototypes, such as seating, green spaces, water fountains, and restrooms, appeals to most visitors. They mainly welcome its possible way of the city centers’ individual presentation. Most interviewees name mobility and navigation as essential elements of a commercial prototype (Fig. 4). They suggest mapping different forms of mobility, car sharing as well as tram and bicycle. Many visitors also highlight Leipzig’s passages as a unique feature of the city center. They recommend putting it on a map to promote the passages and especially their vacancies, but mostly, to present a unique feature of Leipzig’s city center. Some visitors note the lack of playgrounds for children not only on the map, but also in the city itself. Families with older children also desire non-commercial places for recreation. The interviewees frequently address (barrier-free) accessibility, referring to both the physical places and digital displays of the city center. On the one hand, high curbs and missing blind stripes aggravate the navigation. On the other hand, barrier-free access to digital information in the form of spoken functions or different language settings appears necessary.

Overall, visitors name requirements of the prototype that encourage frequent use (Table 3). Thus, the authors observe that the exchange between physical and digital requirements is becoming increasingly self-evident. There is the expectation to present peculiarities of the city center (no.3), such as the passages in Leipzig. The same applies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No.</th>
<th>Requirement</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Transparency (on how the information is generated)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Trust and security (of the data)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Presenting individualities of the city</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Spatial expansion possibilities (including other districts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Linking and specialization option (with e.g., mobility, specialization of range/products)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>Individualization (defining own routes according to personal interests)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>Improving the existing local infrastructure (toilets, playgrounds, non-commercial places)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>Target group-specific information (accessibility, multilingualism, etc.)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Pursue an open-source approach (free use, freely available information)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>No advertising</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
to the topic of accessibility (no.8, no.9). Another important issue seems to be mistrust concerning digital applications (no.1, no.2, no.9, no.10). Unfortunately, visitors did not talk about how to create trust and security in digital applications. Finding reliable partners, publishing all relevant information, and providing a contact person to answer questions may help accept the application and encourage the use.

Consequently, there are several success factors and challenges to foster city center resilience.

- First, it needs local facilities as a basis to create synergies between local and digital functions. Without local facilities, digital solutions have no sense and represent only superficial and abstract urban structures.
- Second, diverse structures, characteristics and stakeholders thereby help to map the individual city center (Schade et al. 2018; Vural-Arslan et al. 2011; Litvin (2005).
- Third, new synergies of various services (playgrounds, toilets, non-commercial areas, etc.) are necessary because relying only on retail is threatening the resilience of city centers (Meerow et al. 2016).
- Fourth, retail also needs to become more diverse in the visitor’s eyes. The growing number of chain stores and shop vacancies of local retailers minimize the attractiveness of the city center. It also contributes to the loss of the cities’ ambience, which adds to the need for atmosphere-related elements, also considered as place attachment (Johnson et al. 2015).
- Fifth, digitalization contributes to the attractiveness of city centers in a way that it is a tool to illustrate these synergies (Schade et al. 2018). Thus, city center resilience requires the diversity of local, meaning physical and digital functions to adapt to major changes in the future.

4 Conclusion

Digitalization is a key driver of the transformation observed in retail and urban development, confirmed by the European ministers for urban matters in The New Leipzig Charter (BMI 2020). So far, digitalization has been formulated primarily as a challenge to existing urban structures. However, it can also contribute to the resilience of city centers, understood as the ability to adapt to these transformations and stay attractive for visitors. This paper sheds light on the demand side of exploring digitalization, as visitors’ perceptions are often neglected in discourses overshadowed by technophilia and digitalization enthusiasm.

Two research aims were followed. First of all, factors were explored that contribute to Leipzig’s city center resilience from the visitors’ perspective. For this purpose, the authors conducted five focus group interviews with citizens from different social backgrounds. One of the central findings was that different groups expressed the need for a digital information platform, combining all the services and qualities offered in city centers. This contributes not only to enriching a stay in the center but also to informing from at home.

The second research objective was to build and test a prototype of a digital map covering Leipzig’s city center, referring to the need of a digital information platform. This prototype was based on the requirements pointed out by the interviewees of the focus groups. The map included far more data compared to other providers (such as Google Maps), as it combined information of both retail and public spaces. This prototype was tested through go-along interviews with 70 participants in the city center. Two main conclusions were drawn. Firstly, from a technical perspective, modern technologies help to easily integrate spatial information on different levels, even if only a few (financial or time-related) resources are available. Secondly, the interviews illustrate that digitalization is a complementary concept that does not address each target group equally. This is why digital tools should be regarded as one further opportunity that enriches the city center experience. However, there should be different approaches that also reach the other (non-digital) types of visitors. The prototype presented here contributes to making services and supply transparent in a society, where online presence is becoming a crucial moment of success and efficiency. Thus, digital tools support city centers to adapt to ongoing transformation processes – and foster their resilience.

Further research has to be done to investigate how cities’ information systems can implement these findings. The challenge is not only to collect relevant data but also to provide it in an appealing way to the citizens. Different models such as publicly subsidized projects, associations induced by the private sector or public-private partnerships should be evaluated to find out which constellation produces results that, in line with the Leipzig Charter 2020, address diverse people (BMI 2021). Even though digitalization is just one aspect to increase city center resilience, the development of digital solutions will become more relevant in the future. This has been proven by the current pandemic. Covid-19 accelerated digitalization, particularly in retail, with new online platforms mushrooming (Dannenberg et al. 2020; Chang/Meyerhoefer 2020). However, it is left unclear how these new tools integrate into the city, and how they can contribute to city center resilience.
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